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SECTION _ A

Answer all the questions, each question carries 1 mark.

1. 11 P = {a = xo, x1, x2, ... xn = bi is a partition ot [a, b], lhen the Riemann lower

sum of a function 1 : [a, b] ) R, is 

-

2. Give an example of a sequence of continuous lunciions such that the limit

tunction is not conlinuous.

3. A subset A of a topoloqical space X is said to be dense if

4. Define the boundary poinl of a set A in a metric space X.

SECTION B

Answer any eight questions, each question carries 2 marks.
( 1 2 n-1 I

5. ltg(x) -xonl0. lland P -]0.'. 1! then find lim{u(Pr. g) -L(P-.9)).nn n l

6. lI J is continuous on [a, b], a < b, show that ihere exisl c € [a, b] such that we

have j" f- ,(c)(b - a).

7. Give an example for a bounded non-integrable Junction on [0, 1].

8. Define pointwise convergence and uniform convergence of a sequence ol

ftrnclions
P.T.O.
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9. If fn is continuous on D R and if :'tn converges to f

lhat f is continuous on D.

tiltilililililu111il llillilll

uniiormly on D, prove

I O. Determine the radrLrs oi convelqence or lhe po*", serie" f 
n 

, ""* nl

1 1. Let X be a non-empty set and define d by

l0 ri x=v
dlx. v) = i 1 'tx,y
Sl-ow lhat d is a metttc on X.

12. Prove that in a metric space X, each open sphere is an open set

13. Prove that A equals the intersection oi all closed supersets ot A

14. ll T1 and T2 are 2 topologies on a non-empty set X, show that Ti^T2, is also

a topology on X.

SECTION C

Answer any tour queslions, each question carries 4 marks.

15. Show thal il i : [a, b] -+ R is continuous on [a, b], then I is integrable on [a, b]

16. State and prove Darboux's theorem.

'17. State and prove the Cauchy Criterion for Uniform Convergence.

18. Prove that every non-empty open set on the real line is the union of a

countable disjoint class of open inlervals.

19. Show lhal in a melric space X.

a) any intersection oi closed seis in X is closed.

bJ any linite union ot closed sets in X is closed.

20. Show that a subset of a topological space is closed if and only rf it contains

its boundary.
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SECTION . D

Answer any two questjons, each questjon carries 6 rnarks.

21.ltleR[a,b] and if f is contjnuous at a porni c € [a, b], prove lhal the
indelinile integral F(") j^ I ror x la. bl is drl,erenliable al c and F.(c) = f(cl

22. Prove thal a sequence (fn) ol bounded funciions on AqFl converges
uniformly on A to I if and onty if llfn - fllo; 0.

23. State and prove Cantor,s lntersection Theorem.

24. a) Let X and Y be topological spaces and f a mapping of X into y. When do
you say that f is :

j) conlinuous

ii) open

iii) a homeomorphjsm ?

b) Let X be a topological space, y be a metric space, and A a subspace of X.
ll f is continuous mapping of A into y, show that t can be extended in atmost
one way lo a contjnuous mapping of A jnlo y.


